IN THIS EDITION...
Darktrace, the AI based Cyber Defense platform, now in DivIHN's
Cybersecurity Practice
Listen to Joe Cannella discussing Industry 4.0 in this video following a TEPEE
session led by him
Join us for a quick look at the pre-integration stage Cybersecurity
Considerations in M&A
Meet John Sinkus, a DivIHNite, in "Getting Personal"

Getting Ahead of Cyberthreats, with AI
The traditional security controls are becoming inadequate. The defenders are
challenged with enhancing their visibility and insights into their own
organizations’ systems in order to regain control over attackers. Darktrace is an
AI based Cyber Defense platform, which enables custom solutions that evolve
to counter the ever-changing threats.
Read More

Introduction to
Industry 4.0

Cybersecurity
Considerations in M&A

The 4th Industrial revolution based
on Cyber Physical Systems was the
topic of TEPEE in late 2018. Joe
Cannella, CIO of Tempel Steel,
presented and led the discussions
on the topic. Here is a brief follow-up

Getting its act right on Cybersecurity
issues is critical for value protection
in almost all M&A deals. In this miniarticle, John Sinkus discusses
the recognition and treatment of
cybersecurity considerations during

interview to obtain his views on
Industry 4.0. For the uninitiated,

the different stages of the M&A
lifecycle.

Industry 4.0 is represented by three
major components: Digitization and
Integration of vertical and horizontal
value chains, Digitization of product
and service offerings, and Digital
business models and customer
access. All enabled by data and
analytics as core capabilities.

Read More

Read More

GETTING PERSONAL

Meet John Sinkus
Meet John Sinkus, the affable President of DivIHN
Solutions, the Solutions Division of DivIHN. In this
segment, you get to know us not just as trustworthy and
capable professionals, but as versatile individuals who
value commitment and relationships.

Read More
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